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ABSTRACT
I construct the class of supernovae and supernova progenitors that result from fatal common envelope
evolution (CEE). The fatal CEE progenitors are stellar binary systems where a companion spirals-in
inside the envelope of a giant star and merges with the core. The companion can be a neutron star
(NS; or a black hole) that destroys the core and by that forms a common envelope jets supernova
(CEJSN), a white dwarf (WD) that merges with the core to form a massive WD that later might
explode as a Type Ia supernova (the core degenerate scenario), or a main sequence companion. In the
latter case the outcome might be a core collapse supernova (CCSN) of a blue giant, a CCSN of type
IIb or of type Ib. In another member of this class two giant stars merge and the two cores spiral-in
toward each other to form a massive core that later explodes as a CCSN with a massive circumstellar
matter (CSM). I discuss the members of this class, their characteristics, and their common properties.
I find that fatal CEE events account for ≈ 6 − 10% of all CCSNe, and raise the possibility that a
large fraction of peculiar and rare supernovae result from the fatal CEE. The study of these supernova
progenitors as a class will bring insights on other types of supernova progenitors, as well as on the
outcome of the CEE.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although recent studies of the common envelope evo-
lution (CEE) reveal many properties of the binary inter-
action and its outcomes (e.g., Passy et al. 2012; Ricker
& Taam 2012; Ohlmann et al. 2016; Staff et al. 2016;
Nandez & Ivanova 2016; Kuruwita et al. 2016; Iaconi et
al. 2017; Chamandy et al. 2018; Glanz & Perets 2018; Ia-
coni et al. 2018; MacLeod et al. 2018a,b; Chamandy et al.
2019; Michaely & Perets 2019; Reichardt et al. 2019; Wil-
son & Nordhaus 2019; Iaconi & De Marco 2019), there
are still many open questions. Two open questions are
how to calculate the final orbital separation and at what
conditions the companion launches jets.
Traditionally (e.g., Ivanova et al. 2013b for a review),
CEE studies have been looking for the final orbital sep-
aration between the core of the giant star and the more
compact companion by considering the channelling of the
orbital energy of the core-companion binary system to
the removal of the common envelope. It seems that in
many cases the final outcome will be the merger of the
companion with the core (e.g., De Marco & Izzard 2017
for a review), in what I term a fatal CEE. As well, in
many cases the companion launches jets as it accretes
mass from the envelope through an accretion disk, and
the jets might contribute a non-negligible amount of en-
ergy to envelope removal. The companion might launch
jets as it grazes the envelope (e.g., for hydrodynamical
simulations, Shiber et al. 2017; Shiber 2018) and later
during the CEE itself if it enters a CEE phase (e.g.,
Blackman & Lucchini 2014; Shiber et al. 2019 for hy-
drodynamical simulations). Later, the companion might
launch jets as it exists the CEE (e.g., Soker 2019a).
The exploration of the CEE requires us to understand
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the observational consequences of all CEE channels (see
review by, e.g., De Marco & Izzard 2017), including those
of core-companion merger and cases where the compan-
ion launches jets (e.g., Soker 2016b for a review). The
observational manifestations of companion-core merger
and jets’ launching in cases of giant stars in the mass
range ' 1 − 8M are related to the formation of plan-
etary nebulae. The merger of a companion, a planet,
a brown dwarf, a main sequence star or a white dwarf
(WD), with the envelope of a small primary star (not a
fully developed giant) releases a large amount of energy
that can result in an intermediate luminous optical tran-
sient (ILOT; e.g., Retter & Marom 2003; Tylenda et al.
2011; Nandez et al. 2014; Ivanova 2017). When the pri-
mary is a giant star the onset of the CEE by itself might
lead to an ILOT radiation that comes mainly from re-
combination (Ivanova et al. 2013a). The merger of the
companion with the core can lead to an ILOT as Tylenda
et al. (2013) suggest for the ILOT OGLE-2002-BLG-360.
I here note that there are alternative names to ILOTs.
Jencson et al. (2019), for example, use intermediate lu-
minosity red transients for explosions of extreme asymp-
totic giant branch stars, and luminous red novae for
merging stars. They do not use the name ILOT at all.
I here follow Kashi & Soker (2016) and include all these
transients and those of luminous blue variables and pre-
CCSN eruptions under the name ILOTs.
When the primary is a giant star, the onset of the CEE
requires the companion to accrete mass at a high rate for
the event to be an ILOT that is powered by accretion.
The accretion process leads to emission either directly
or by the collision of jets that the companion launches
with the envelope and the wind from the giant star. This
event appears as an ILOT during the formation of some
bipolar planetary nebulae (Soker & Kashi 2012). Jets
that the companion launches in binary systems, including
those that experience the CEE, might therefore form a
bipolar nebula, as studies have been suggesting for many
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2planetary nebulae (e.g., Corradi et al. 2011; Miszalski et
al. 2011; Vela´zquez et al. 2011; Boffin et al. 2012; Tocknell
et al. 2014; Akras et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2016; Sahai
et al. 2016, 2017; Jones & Boffin 2017; Sowicka et al.
2017; Dopita et al. 2018; Jones 2019; Jones et al. 2018;
Miszalski et al. 2018).
In this study I point out some observational manifesta-
tions of companion core merger during the CEE in cases
where the primary giant star is more massive than in the
case of planetary nebula progenitors, and/or the com-
panion star is more compact, i.e., a WD, a neutron star
(NS), or a black hole (BH). Specifically, the subject of
this study is the class of binary (and triple) stellar sys-
tems that experience the fatal CEE and lead to super-
novae or progenitors of supernovae. These cases are rare
in the case of massive stars, adding up to about several
percents of all exploding massive stars.
Many papers study the formation of Type Ia super-
novae (SNe Ia; e.g., Maoz et al. 2014; Livio & Mazzali
2018; Soker 2018; Wang 2018; Ruiz-Lapuente 2019, for
reviews from the past five years) and core collapse super-
novae (CCSNe; for a small number of papers from the last
five years see, e.g., de Mink et al. 2014; Justham et al.
2014; Smith 2014; Tauris et al. 2015; van den Heuvel et
al. 2017; Eldridge et al. 2018; Vigna-Go´mez et al. 2018)
from binary (and triple) stellar evolution. I differ from
these studies in that in this study I establish the class of
supernovae and supernova progenitors that result from
the fatal CEE.
As the field of supernovae has many open questions
of its own, one of my goals in combining these two top-
ics that have many open questions is that the two re-
search areas of supernovae and CEE will shed light on
each other. In section 2 I list the common properties
of the members of the class, and in section 3 I describe
each of the class members that I study here. I present
my summary in section 4.
2. COMMON PROPERTIES
There are several common properties of fatal CEE su-
pernovae, although each property by itself is not unique
to this group of supernovae.
(1) A progenitor with a massive envelope. To cause
merger of a compact companion with the core the gi-
ant’s envelope mass Menv must be much larger than the
mass of the companion M2. For example, in the case of
a WD companion the ratio of envelope mass to the WD
companion mass for a merger to take place should be
Menv/MWD,2 & 4 (Soker et al. 2013; Canals et al. 2018).
When the companion is more likely to launch jets during
the CEE, i.e., for main sequence companions and more
so for NSs, the mass ratio should be somewhat larger. I
therefore estimate the condition to cause merger to be
Menv & (4−5)M2. In the case of the merger of two cores
of two giants stars, at least one envelope is much more
massive than the core of the second giant. A massive
envelope is not a unique property of fatal CEE super-
novae as many other CCSNe come from progenitors with
massive envelopes.
(2) Non-spherical circumstellar matter (CSM). The
CSM is highly asymmetrical. When the companion is a
compact object that is likely to launch jets, mainly main
sequence stars and NSs, the CSM will be bipolar, e.g.,
having two opposite lobes. Such an example is SN 1987A,
where the progenitor is likely to have gone a fatal CEE
with a main sequence companion (e.g., Chevalier & Soker
1989; Podsiadlowski et al. 1990; Menon & Heger 2017;
Urushibata et al. 2018). For WD companions the out-
come will be an elliptically shaped CSM, possibly with
Ears (e.g., Tsebrenko & Soker 2015; ‘ears’ refer to two
opposite protrusions from the main nebula). The merger
of two giants might lead to an elliptical CSM with a dense
equatorial slow outflow. The bipolar CSM morphology is
not a unique property to fatal CEE because binary com-
panions that are close to the giant progenitor but avoid
CEE, as well as binaries that experience the CEE but
survive, can also shape a massive bipolar CSM.
(3) A Singly exploding star. At the time of explosion
itself there is a single star (or a far-away star if the sys-
tem was multiple-stellar system). In the case of the core
degenerate (CD) scenario, the explosion leaves no rem-
nant. In the other cases we study here the remnant is a
NS or a BH. This is not a unique property because other
single star can also explode as CCSNe.
(4) Possible strong ejecta-CSM interaction. If the ex-
plosion occurs within a time frame of hundreds to thou-
sands of years post-merger there might be a strong ejecta-
CSM interaction that affects the light curve days to years
post-explosion. In particular, this interaction can lead to
superluminous CCSNe. In that respect, the general clas-
sification of superluminous CCSNe and the quest to un-
derstand them (e.g., Gal-Yam 2019) can benefit from the
present study. The strong ejecta-CSM interaction is not
a unique property because binary companions that are
close to the giant progenitor but avoid CEE, as well as
binaries that experience the CEE but survive, can also
eject a large fraction of the envelope (and in a bipolar
geometry).
(5) Very energetic transient during the CEE or later
during the core-companion merger. There are two
sources of energy that can in principle form an energetic
transient event before the explosion itself. The first is the
accretion of mass by the companion as it enters the enve-
lope and spirals inside it. The companion might launch
jets that when interact with the envelope lead to a bright
visible event, an ILOT (e.g., Kashi & Soker 2018). Such
an ILOT event can take place even when the compan-
ion is outside the envelope (e.g., Soker & Kashi 2016).
The other energy source is the spiralling-in of the core-
companion system into each other until they merge (e.g.,
Tylenda et al. 2013), including the recombination energy
of the outflowing envelope. The amount of energy that
each process liberates differs from one fatal CEE system
to another as I describe in section 3. As well, the frac-
tion of the energy that radiation carries can vary tremen-
dously between different cases.
Although each of he above properties is not unique to
supernovae of fatal CEE progenitors, the combination of
several, or even all, properties in one supernova (as in
SN 1987A) points to a fatal CEE progenitor. I turn now
to describe the members of the class.
3. THE CLASS MEMBERS
In Fig. 1 I schematically present the seven scenarios
that I discuss here. I list these seven fatal CEE progen-
itors in Table 1, with the main properties of each pro-
genitor. I discuss each one of these in more details in the
following subsections. In the third row from the bottom
3I list some possible examples for the proposed scenario.
The fatal CEE is not the sole scenario for these systems,
and so in the second row from the bottom I list some
references to studies that propose alternative scenarios.
Many binary systems are actually triple-stellar sys-
tems. I limit the discussion here to include only triple
stellar evolutionary routes that include a tight (short) bi-
nary systems that enters the common envelope. Sabach
& Soker (2015) discuss some possible outcomes of such an
evolution to explain the formation of the pulsar with two
white dwarfs triple system PSR J0337+1715 , and An-
toni et al. (2019) conduct numerical simulations of mass
accretion by a binary system in a homogeneous medium
like the interstellar medium. The outcome might be that
the two stars of the tight binary system merge, or that
only one of them merges with the core and the other
is ejected from the system or stays bound. In briefly
speculating on possible outcomes of these rare cases of
triple stellar evolutionary routes I will follow the results
of Sabach & Soker (2015) and Antoni et al. (2019).
3.1. The core degenerate scenario of SNe Ia
There are five different binary scenarios to explain the
formation of progenitors of SNe Ia, from which four sce-
narios involve the CEE (see recent reviews by Livio &
Mazzali 2018; Soker 2018; Wang 2018; Ruiz-Lapuente
2019). Only the core degenerate (CD) scenario involves
a fatal CEE, in this case where a WD companion merges
with the core (for more on the general properties of the
CD scenario see, e.g., Soker 2018 and references therein).
There are evidences that SNe Ia involve both Chan-
drasekhar mass exploding WDs, i.e., MCh explosions,
and sub-MCh explosions. For example, some isotopes,
such as 55Mn, require that a non-negligible fractions of
SNe Ia comes from MCh explosions (e.g., Seitenzahl et al.
2013; Bravo 2019). It is possible that the CD scenario is
the main scenario responsible for MCh explosions (e.g.,
Tsebrenko & Soker 2015; Soker 2018). By MCh I refer
to exploding WDs in the mass range ' 1.3 − 1.5M. I
note that even if the combined mass of the WD and core
that merge is much larger than that range, the CD sce-
nario assumes that in most cases the merger processes
self-regulates itself to end with a merger product with a
mass in that range
The thermonuclear explosion might take place already
during the CEE, or very shortly thereafter (Livio & Riess
2003). Livio & Riess (2003) considered the WD-core
merger to be a rare case of thermonuclear events that
occurs during or shortly after the CEE. The CD scenario
assumes the merger to be more common and that the
explosion might occur as well a long time after the CEE
(e.g., Soker 2018).
The CD scenario differs from the other members of the
fatal CEE progenitor class in two qualitative ways. (1)
Nuclear energy powers the explosion, rather than grav-
itational energy in the other supernovae. (2) The WD
cannot accrete mass at even a moderate mass accretion
rate because the WD develops nuclear burning on its sur-
face that causes its envelope to expand (e.g., Hachisu et
al. 1999). This implies that the WD does not launch
energetic enough jets (weak jets are possible, e.g., Tse-
brenko & Soker 2015). Only the in-spiral process powers
the pre-explosion ILOT. The energy that the merger lib-
erates to the envelope is
EI,mer ' 1
2
GMcoreM2
Rcore + R2
≈ 1050
×
(
McoreM2
M2
)(
Rcore + R2
0.02R
)−1
erg,
(1)
where M2 and R2, and Mcore and Rcore are the mass and
radius of the companion and core, respectively. I list the
ILOT energy sources in Table 1, together with the other
relevant properties of the CD scenario.
There are other outcomes of a fatal CEE of a WD
inside a giant star (e.g., Sabach & Soker 2014; Zapartas
et al. 2017), some of which I discuss in section 3.7.
In a recent review paper (Soker 2018) I estimated the
fraction of SNe Ia that come from the CD scenario to be
about 60 per cent of all SNe Ia. The rest SNe Ia come
mainly from the DD scenario. But the uncertainties are
large, and in light of some recent studies of the DD sce-
nario I estimate that each of these two scenarios account
for about half of all CCSNe.
In rare cases the WD that enters the envelop will be
part of a tight binary system. If the tertiary star is a
main sequence star it might be ejected from the system
or might stay bound after the WD merges with the core.
The outcome might be a SN Ia in the CD scenario but
with a surviving main sequence star. In even rarer cases
the tertiary star might be a WD and the explosion might
leave a surviving WD.
Another very speculative route is the one where the two
WDs in the tight binary system merge and then might
lead to a SN Ia through the double degenerate (DD)
scenario inside a common envelope. This will leave the
bare core which might evolve to a helium WD (sdO star)
if the giant was on the red giant branch, or to a CO WD
if the giant was on the asymptotic giant branch.
3.2. Common envelope jets supernovae (CEJSNe)
In CEJSNe a NS companion spirals all the way to
the core and destroys it by tidal interaction and by ac-
creting mass and launching jets. The CEJSN scenario
is possible because neutrino cooling allows NSs to ac-
crete mass at very high rates of M˙acc & 10−3M yr−1
(Houck & Chevalier 1991; Chevalier 2012). This accre-
tion is very likely to occur via an accretion disk (Ar-
mitage & Livio 2000; Papish et al. 2015; Soker & Gilkis
2018), and the CEJSN scenario assumes that this accre-
tion disk launches jets. A BH companion can launch jets
in the same manner. When the NS (or BH) accretes
mass from the core the mass accretion rate can be very
high and within a short timescale of minutes to tens of
minutes. The outcome is an explosion that mimics a
CCSN and even a super-energetic CCSN with energies
up to ≈ 1053 erg. I base the claim that CEJSN ex-
plosions mimic CCSN explosions on the assumption that
most CCSNe are driven by jets, either jets with varying
directions in the jittering jets explosion mechanism, or
jets with a more or less constant symmetry axis in cases
of rapid pre-collapse core rotations (e.g., Soker 2017a).
In the extreme cases, when the NS accretes more than
about 1M, it might collapse into a BH. In these cases
the explosion energy is Eexp & few × 1052 erg (Soker &
Gilkis 2018).
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Fig. 1.— The seven fatal CEE scenarios that lead to SNe that I study here. The left column gives the name of the scenario, the middle
column shows the configuration when the companion merges with the core of the giant star, and the right column presents the merger
product at explosion. Drawing are not to scale. Table 1 lists more qualitative and quantitative details. Abbreviation: AGB: asymptotic
giant branch star; CCSN: core collapse supernova; CSM: circumstellar matter; MS: main sequence star; RSG: red supergiant star.
5TABLE 1
Supernovae from fatal CEE
Supernova
type
Type Ia super-
novae
Common en-
velope jets
supernovae
(CEJSNe)
CCSNe: a blue
giant progeni-
tor
CCSNe: Type
IIb
CCSNe: Type
Ib/Ic
CCSNe: Slow-
heavy CSM
CCSNe: Re-
verse evolution
leading to SNe
II/IIb/Ib/Ic
Initial pri-
mary mass
(M)
4 .MZ,1 . 10 10 .MZ,1 8 .MZ,1 8 .MZ,1 . 15 10 .MZ,1 5 .MZ,1 4 . MZ,1 <
MZ,2, but at
CEE M1 & 8.5
Primary core
at merger
CO core or hy-
brid HeCO core
Helium or
heavier metals
CO or heavier Helium or
heavier metals
Helium or
heavier
CO or He core CO or He core
Companion
(M)
CO white
dwarf
Neutron star main sequence
1 .M2 . 3− 5
Low mass main
sequence 0.5 .
M2 . 1
Low mass main
sequence M2 ≈
0.5M
A giant with
M2 ' M1, ma-
jority with He
core
CO/ONe WD
of initially
more massive
5.5 . MZ,2 <
8.5
ILOT En-
ergy (erg)
EI,jet 
EI,mer;
EI,mer ≈ 1050
EI,jet ≈
1050−52;
EI,mer ≈ 1050
EI,jet ≈
1046−47;
EI,mer  1049
EI,jet ≈
1045−46;
EI,mer  1048
EI,jet ≈
1045−46;
EI,mer  1048
EI,jet = 0;
EI,mer ≈
1049−50
EI,jet 
EI,mer;
EI,mer ≈ 1050
Explosion
mechanism
Thermonuclear:
' 1.4M WD
NS accretes
core: fixed-axis
jets
Core collapse:
jittering jets
Core collapse:
jittering jets
Core collapse:
jittering jets
around a
preferred axis
Core collapse:
jittering jets
around a
preferred axis
Core collapse:
jittering jets
around a
preferred axis
Explosion
energy (erg)
Eexp ' 1051 Eexp ≈
1051−53
Eexp ' 1051 Eexp ' 1051 Eexp & 1051 Eexp & 1051 Eexp & 1051
CSM at ex-
plosion
Elliptical with
ears; in most
cases gone at
explosion
Bipolar;
present at
explosion
Bipolar: might
be present, e.g.,
SN 1987A
Bipolar: might
be present
Bipolar: might
be present
Elliptical:
Likely to be
present
Elliptical with
ears; might be
present
Nucleo-
synthesis
Products of a
Chandrasekhar
mass WD ex-
plosion, e.g.,
55Mn
≈ 10% of CE-
JSNe produce
heavy r-process
elements
Typical CCSNe Typical CCSNe Typical CCSNe Typical CCSNe Typical CCSNe
Fraction several × 10%
of all SNe Ia;
most or all
Chandrasekhar
mass [S18]
few×0.1% of all
CCSNe [based
on GS19]
≈ 2 − 3% of all
CCSNe [based
on Sh17]
≈ 10 − 30%
of SNe IIb, or
≈ 1 − 3% of all
CCSNe [here:
§3.4]
≈ 10% of SNe
Ib, or ≈ 1% of
all CCSNe; 0 −
1% of SNe Ic
[here: §3.5]
≈ 1% of all CC-
SNe [based on
VG19]
≈ 2% of all CC-
SNe [Sa14]
Possible ex-
amples
PTF 11kx [S13] iPTF14hls
[SG18];
AT2018cow
[S19]
SN 1987a [P90,
MH17,U18]
Single stars ex-
ploding as SN
IIb, possibly
with bipolar
CSM
Single stars
exploding as
SN Ib, possibly
with bipolar
CSM
SNe IIb/Ib/Ic
+ possible
dense equato-
rial but no fast
polar outflow
CCSNe occur-
ring 50 - 200
Myr after stel-
lar birth [Z17]
Possible
alternatives
to fatal CEE
PTF 11kx from
single degen-
erate scenario
[D12]
TDE, mag-
netar, etc.
(iPTF14hls:
List1;
AT2018cow:
List2)
Single star
models can
form blue
progenitors,
but not 1987A
[MHD17]
Single-stars
[Sra1819], but
not if there is
a bipolar CSM;
other binary
channels
Single [Y17]
+ some other
binary scenar-
ios [Y15], e.g.,
with Roche
lobe overflow
Some other
binary scenar-
ios, e.g., with
Roche lobe
overflow
Merging of
initially more
massive star
with its com-
panion [Z17]
Some possi-
ble outcomes
when the
companion
is in a tight
binary with
star ‘Ter’
Ter=MSS:
CD scenario
leaving a MSS;
Ter=CO WD:
DD scenario
inside the
envelope
Ter=NS:
CEJSN + grav-
itational waves
source
Ter=MSS: A
messy CSM
(i.e., a neb-
ula missing
any kind of
symmetry)
Ter=MSS: A
messy CSM
and/or a MSS
bound or es-
caping the
progenitor
Ter=MSS: A
messy CSM
and/or a MSS
bound or es-
caping the
progenitor
Not relevant Not likely
The different fatal CEE progenitors as the text explains. The third row from the bottom lists some possible examples, and the
next to last row lists possible alternative explanations. The last row lists some possible outcomes when the companion is in a
tight binary system.
Legend: TDE: tidal disruption event; MZ ≡MZAMS zero age main sequence mass; EI,jet is the energy that jets that the
companion launches might carry, while EI,mer is the energy that the companion-core merger process liberates. MSS: main
sequence star. DD scenario: The double degenerate scenario for SNe Ia. Ter: The tertiary star in the system
References: List1: Arcavi et al. (2017); Andrews & Smith (2018); Chugai (2018); Dessart (2018); Wang et al. (2018); Quataert
et al. (2019); Woosley (2018) List2: Fang et al. (2019); Kuin et al. (2019); Lyutikov & Toonen (2019); Margutti et al. (2019);
Perley et al. (2019); Quataert et al. (2019); D12: Dildayetal2012; GS19: Grichener & Soker (2019); MH17: Menon & Heger
(2017); MHD17: For a list of single star models that might form blue CCSN progenitors see Menon & Heger (2017); Sa14:
Sabach & Soker (2014); S13: Soker et al. (2013); SG18: Soker & Gilkis (2018); S18: Soker (2018); S19: Soker et al. (2019);
Sh17: Shivvers et al. (2017); Sr18: Sravan et al. (2018); Sra1819: Sravan et al. (2018, 2019); VG19: Vigna-Go´mez et al. (2019);
U18: Urushibata et al. (2018); Y17: Yoon (2017); Y15: Yoon (2015); Z17: Zapartas et al. (2017) .
6A very energetic ILOT is expected to precede the ex-
plosion itself with energies of up to 1052 erg (hence, liter-
ally, it is not an ‘intermediate’ anymore), although most
of it results in kinetic energy rather than radiation (e.g.,
Soker & Gilkis 2018). Most of the energy of the ILOT
comes from the jets that carry a kinetic energy of
Ejets = 10
52
(
Mjets
0.1M
)( vj
105 km s−1
)2
erg, (2)
where Mjets is the mas in the two jets and vj is the ini-
tial velocity of the jets that is about equal to the escape
velocity from the NS. To launch a mass of 0.1M the NS
should accrete a mass of ' 0.5−1M, that might turn it
to a BH. For energies much below 1052 erg the NS stays
a NS even after accretion. The gravitational energy
of the core-NS system is small in these cases. I list the
ILOT energy sources in Table 1. Soker & Gilkis (2018)
attribute the 1954 pre-explosion outburst of iPTF14hls
to an ILOT event where the NS accreted mass from the
envelope while still being on an eccentric orbit grazing
the envelope.
Soker et al. (2019) list the different CEJSN channels.
These include also a channel that leads to r-process nu-
cleosynthesis in the jets, the CEJSN r-process scenario
(Grichener & Soker 2019). As well, in some cases when
the early evolution removes all hydrogen and possibly
also helium from the envelope, the CEJSN can lead to a
stripped-envelope CEJSN channel.
Grichener & Soker (2019) estimate that the rate of CE-
JSN r-process events is ≈ 0.001 times that of all CCSNe.
Considering the other CEJSN scenarios, I crudely esti-
mate that all CEJSN events amount to few×0.001 of the
total rate of CCSNe.
The merger of the NS with the core leads to emis-
sion of gravitational waves with unique signatures, as
Nazin & Postnov (1997) noted for a similar process. In
a recent detailed study Ginat et al. (2019) suggest that
next-generation space-based gravitational wave detectors
will be able to detect gravitational waves from NS-core
merger.
In cases where the NS (or BH) is part of a NS-NS (or
NS-BH or BH-BH) binary system, the drag inside the
envelope, and more so inside the destroyed core, might
cause the two NSs to merge inside the giant. The out-
come is a CEJSN that is also a gravitational waves source
where the spiralling-in to merger is driven also by drag
rather than by gravitational waves alone. As emission
of gravitational waves drives the final merger of the tight
binary system, the properties of the gravitational waves
in the last several seconds are as in regular merger NS-NS
or NS-BH or BH-BH binary systems.
3.3. A blue giant progenitor
The motivation to develop a fatal CEE scenario for
SN 1987A came shortly after its explosion to account for
its asymmetrical explosion (Chevalier & Soker 1989) and
to its blue giant progenitor (Podsiadlowski et al. 1990),
with follow-up studies, e.g., Menon & Heger (2017) and
Urushibata et al. (2018).
In this scenario the companion that merges with the
core is a main sequence star. Before the companion
merges with the core it can accrete mass and then launch
jets to shape the CSM, possibly the outer rings of the
CSM of SN 1987A. The expected energy that the jets
carry in this case is EI,jet ≈ 1046 − few × 1047 erg for
an accreted mass during the entire CEE of ≈ 0.1− 1M
and for cases where about 10% of the accreted mass is
carried by the jets at the escape speed from the main
sequence star. As the companion spirals-in inside the
envelope it releases gravitational energy that might lead
to an equatorial outflow and enhanced mass loss rate.
The destruction of the main sequence star at ≈ 2R
near the core releases gravitational energy of ≈ 1049 erg
for McoreM2 ' 10M2 at the final CEE (by equation 1).
Because of the still massive envelope, a large fraction of
this energy goes to inflate the mass of the destroyed com-
panion back into a giant envelope. Only a small fraction
of this energy is left to power an ILOT, and so I take
EI,mer  1049 erg. When the envelope mass that is left
at merger is much lower, as I discuss in coming subsec-
tions, the core-companion merger can contribute more to
the kinetic energy of the outflow and to the light of the
ILOT.
The explosion itself in this scenario is of a regular
CCSN. The rotation of the core is slow and so in the
frame of the jets feedback mechanism for CCSNe the
jets are formed from stochastic angular momentum ac-
cretion. Namely, the jittering jets explosion mechanism
(e.g., Soker 2017a, 2019b).
Pastorello et al. (2012) estimate that 1 − 3% of all
CCSNe are 1987A-like events and Shivvers et al. (2017)
estimation for this numbers is ≈ 3%. The heterogeneous
properties of this class hints on more than one evolu-
tionary channel. I very crudely estimate that the fatal
CEE scenario accounts for most 1987A-like events. This
amounts to ≈ 2− 3% of all CCSNe.
In cases where a tight binary system of two main se-
quence stars enters the envelope there are three fatal
CEE outcomes. (i) The two main sequence stars merge
inside the envelope and then the merger product merges
with the core. (ii) One star merges with the core and
the other is ejected from the envelope and either escape
the system or stays bound. (iii) One star merges with
the core and removes the entire envelope, and the second
main sequence star orbits the core. This will lead to a
SN Ib or SN Ic, which I discuss below.
In all these triple star evolutionary routes the ejected
nebula might be ‘messy’, i.e., highly asymmetrical and
lacking any axisymmetrical symmetry and even lacking
mirror symmetry about the equatorial plane, like studies
suggest for messy planetary nebulae (Soker 2016a; Bear
& Soker 2017a; Hillel et al. 2017).
3.4. Fatal CEE as progenitor of some SNe IIb
Nomoto et al. (1995) suggested a fatal CEE scenario for
SNe IIb, where the spiralling-in of the companion inside
the envelope removes a large mass from the envelope,
leaving only a very low mass hydrogen-rich envelope.
Similarly, Young et al. (2006) considered a fatal CEE
for the progenitor of Cassiopeia A. One might consider
also the mass of the companion after the core destroys
it. Lohev et al. (2019) present the following fatal CEE
scenario that might lead to progenitors of some, but def-
initely not all, SNe IIb. According to Lohev et al. (2019)
a main sequence companion of mass M2 ≈ 0.5 − 1M
spirals-in inside the envelope of the giant and removes
all, or most of, the hydrogen-rich envelope. The com-
7panion further spirals-in and tidal forces destroy it on to
the helium or CO core of the massive giant star. The
mass of the destroyed companion forms now the enve-
lope of a single giant star. The end product is a giant
star but with small amount of hydrogen. The merger it-
self releases energy that might expel more hydrogen. At
explosion, the envelope does contain hydrogen, but an
amount of Menv ≈ 0.1 − 1M. To leave little hydrogen
in the envelope the companion cannot be too massive,
i.e., M2 . 1M, and hence for the companion to re-
move the entire hydrogen-rich envelope the giant cannot
be too massive. I crudely put an upper limit of zero age
main sequence mass of MZAMS,1 . 15M, but this limit
requires further studies.
The energy of the ILOT in this case is somewhat lower
than that in the process of the formation of a blue giant.
However, due to the lower envelope mass the effect is
likely to be larger, like removing more hydrogen from
the leftover original envelope and from the envelope of
the merger product.
There are other scenarios for the formation of SNe IIb
that involve single stars (e.g., Kotak & Vink 2006; Sra-
van et al. 2018, 2019), binary interaction with Roche
lobe overflow (e.g., Claeys et al. 2011; Sravan et al. 2018,
2019), and the grazing envelope evolution (GEE) sce-
nario (Soker 2017b). I estimate that the fatal CEE sce-
nario accounts for much less than half of all SNe IIb.
Shivvers et al. (2017) estimate that SNe IIb make ≈ 10%
of all CCSNe. I very crudely estimate that the fatal CEE
scenario for SNe IIb accounts for ≈ 1− 3% of CCSNe.
If the companion is in a tight binary system, the ter-
tiary star might survive. As well, the two stars in the
tight binary system might merge and later the merger
product itself merges with the core. In any case, the
main effect is that the tight binary system forms a messy
CSM (see section 3.3).
3.5. Fatal CEE as progenitor of some SNe Ib
For a main sequence star to remove most of the hy-
drogen from a massive star it cannot be too light, M2 .
0.5M. After it merges with the core its hydrogen-rich
envelope forms an envelope around the core. To become
a progenitor of SN Ib the star (and now there is only
one star in the system) must lose all of its hydrogen,
and hence the companion cannot be too massive, i.e.,
M2 < 1M. For M2 ≈ 0.5M it is possible that the
star will indeed lose all of its hydrogen-rich envelope via
its strong wind before it explodes as a CCSN (Lohev et
al. 2019).
The merger of the companion with the core spins up
the core. Due to mass loss the core will slow down, but I
expect that at core collapse its spin be faster than that of
a core of star in a single star evolution. In the jittering
jets explosion mechanism the rapidly rotating core im-
plies that the jets that the newly born NS launches jitter
around a preferred axis which is the angular momentum
axis of the pre-collapse core. Jets with little jittering are
less efficient in exploding the entire core, and this implies
that the jets carry much more energy than the binding
energy of the star (e.g., Gilkis et al. 2016). The explosion
energy might be more than the canonical value, i.e., the
explosion energy is ≈ 1051−52 erg.
This scenario for SNe Ib requires a much deeper study.
It is hard for me now to estimate the fraction of events
that result from this scenario. I only crudely estimate
that the fatal CEE accounts for ≈ 10% of SNe Ib, but
the number can be lower. I encourage a further study of
the fatal CEE channel of SNe Ib.
The properties of the ILOT that precedes the explosion
is similar to that in the fatal CEE scenario for SNe IIb.
To become a SN Ic the star needs to remove all of
its helium envelope. This is a difficult task after the
companion gas becomes the envelope of the core. It is
not clear if the fatal CEE scenario with a main sequence
stellar companion can form a SN Ic. It might be that
a fatal CEE with a NS in some cases forms a SN Ic.
Since this is a CEJSN, this scenario leads to a type Ic
CEJSN. I estimate that the fatal CEE scenario accounts
for 0− 1% of SNe Ic.
As SNe IIb and Ib compose each about a third of
stripped envelope CCSNe (Shivvers et al. 2017), I crudely
estimate that fatal CEE evolutionary channels with a
main sequence companion account for ≈ 10% of all
stripped envelope CCSNe.
The possible outcomes in cases where the companion
is in a tight binary system with another main sequence
star are similar to those in the fatal CEE scenario for
SNe IIb.
3.6. CCSNe with a Slow-heavy CSM
In this scenario the two stars have very close mass at
their zero age main sequence evolutionary phase, and
their orbital separation is such that both should become
giants for them to merge.
After the primary more massive star expands and be-
comes a giant star it tidally interacts with the secondary
star. The secondary star of about the same mass as the
primary brings the system to synchronisation, i.e., the
spin period of the primary star and the orbital period
are the same. Mass transfer from the giant to the com-
panion is possible. Before the primary ends its evolution
the secondary star expands to become a giant. Now there
is a strong tidal interaction of the secondary star and the
primary. To bring the secondary rotation to synchronisa-
tion the orbital separation must decrease. At this phase
there is a strong tidal interaction and relatively rapid ro-
tation of both stars, leading to a relatively higher mass
loss rate. This mass loss removes more angular momen-
tum from the system, bringing the two stars to form
a common envelope. This qualitative scenario requires
quantitative study as we are currently conducting.
As the two stars are giants, neither of them launch jets
that can supply extra energy to remove the envelope.
As both stars contribute to the common envelope, the
envelope is quite massive, and to remove it the two cores
must spiral-in quite close to each other. In some cases
they will merge.
This fatal CEE has the following general properties.
(1) Because the stars do not launch jets, the CSM does
not have a component of very fast polar outflows. (2)
The outflow is relatively massive as both stars contribute
to the envelope. (3) The general outcome is an ellipti-
cal CSM, i.e., slower and denser equatorial outflow and
somewhat faster polar outflow. (4) the energy of the
ILOT comes mainly from the merger of the two cores,
and its value is about the same as in the CD scenario
for SNe Ia if both cores are CO-rich, or lower energy if
one of them or both are helium cores. (5) As both stars
8are stripped from most of their envelope, the outcome is
an envelope-stripped CCSN (IIb/Ib/Ic). (6) If the core
of the primary star is a CO core or later, the explosion
occurs shortly (within thousands of years) after merger
and ejecta-CSM interaction takes place (might lead to a
superluminous CCSN). If both cores are He core, then
the dense CSM might dispersed before explosion occurs
tens of thousands of years up to hundreds of thousands
of years later.
Other types of binary interaction can lead to some of
the above properties. But most cannot explain all of
the above properties. For example, a massive main
sequence stellar companion that survives the CEE can
remove large amount of mass from the common enve-
lope. Later the core collapses and explodes within a
dense CSM. But such a main sequence companion might
launch jets before it enters the envelope, leading to a
CSM with fast polar outflows, something that is not ex-
pected in the case of two merging giants. The same holds
for a case of a massive main sequence companion that
does not enter the envelope, but accretes mass from the
envelope via a Roche lobe overflow, and by a strong grav-
itational interaction removes mass from the system and
forms a massive CSM. In any case, if we can infer that
at explosion there is only one star in the system, then
the fatal CEE scenario seems to be the most likely ex-
planation.
One interesting channel of the fatal CEE of two giants
is the possibility of two giants that cannot explode by
themselves to form a massive enough merger product for
a CCSN or an electron capture SN. Zapartas et al. (2017),
for example, already studied very similar evolutionary
routes. If the two stars are in the mass range of ' 4 −
8M they will not explode without the merger. The
merger can bring the core of the merger product to be
massive enough to explode as a CCSNe. We are currently
further studying this possibility.
Vigna-Go´mez et al. (2019) study the merger of two
post main sequence very massive stars that might lead
to pair instability supernovae, i.e., with zero age main
sequence mass of & 45M. In these very rare cases (that
I do not list in the table) the final explosion is a pair
instability supernova, rather than a CCSN. Vigna-Go´mez
et al. (2019) estimate that the rate of these merger is in
the range of about 10−5 − 0.003 times that of the rate
of CCSNe. Since the stars for the present scenario can
have much lower masses, I crudely estimate that the rate
of merger of two giants is ' 0.01 the rate of all CCSNe.
As both stars are giants, neither of them is in a tight
binary system when they merge. Therefore, the triple
stellar evolutionary route I discuss here is not relevant in
this case.
3.7. CCSNe from reverse evolution
In this evolutionary channel it is the initially more
massive star, that here I term the secondary star, of
mass 5.5 . MZAMS,2 . 8.5M, that forms a CO WD
or an ONeMg WD that becomes the compact compan-
ion in the fatal CEE. The primary star at the onset
of the CEE was the initially less massive star of mass
4 . MZAMS,1 < MZAMS,2, that accreted mass from the
secondary star to become massive enough to undergo a
CCSN (or an electron capture supernova which I treat
here together with CCSNe). Because the system forms
the WD before it forms the NS, this is referred to as WD
- NS reverse evolution.
Sabach & Soker (2014) studied the many possible out-
comes of the WD - NS reverse evolution, including some
thermonuclear explosions and the formation of compact
binary systems (see their figure 1 and 2). Zapartas et al.
(2017) conducted population synthesis study of some of
these evolutionary routes. If the thermonuclear explo-
sion occurs when there is still hydrogen and/or helium
rich envelope this is not a SN Ia. If the merger product
experiences a thermonuclear explosion after it loses all
if its hydrogen and helium, then this is a sub-channel of
the CD scenario. Here I focus on WD-NS reverse evo-
lutionary routes that lead to a fatal CEE that ends with
a CCSN (including an electron capture supernova).
The merger of the WD with the core forms a rapidly
rotating more massive core, that eventually collapses to
form a NS. I consider the case where the newly born
NS launches jets that explode the star. In the jittering
jets explosion mechanism the rapidly rotating core im-
plies that the jets that the newly born NS launches jitter
around a preferred axis which is the angular momentum
axis of the pre-collapse core. The explosion energy might
be more than the canonical value, i.e., Eexp & 1051 erg.
Another possible outcome is that a merger of an
ONeMg WD companion with the core ends in accretion-
induced collapse (e.g., Sabach & Soker 2014). The newly
born NS accretes mass and launches jets that explode
the star. The observational consequences are similar to
those of CCSNe.
Sabach & Soker (2014) estimated that the event rate
of all routes of WD-NS reverse evolution is ≈ 3− 5% of
the CCSN rate, and about half end in fatal CEE, while
about half of the cases end with a NS-WD binary system.
I therefore estimate that cases of reverse evolution with
fatal CEE contribute ≈ 2% of all CCSNe.
The ILOT properties (Sabach & Soker 2014) are simi-
lar to those of ILOTs of SNe Ia progenitors.
The initially more massive star transfers mass to the
primary star (initially less massive star). For that, the
WD remnant of the initially more massive star is un-
likely to have a closer companion, and the triple stellar
evolutionary channel that I study here is not relevant.
4. SUMMARY
I constructed a class of supernovae and progenitors of
supernovae that result from the fatal CEE. I listed the
seven members of the class and their properties in Table
1. In Fig. 1 I schematically drew the seven scenarios.
Although each of these scenarios has been studied and
discussed in the past, to the best of my knowledge no
study grouped them into one class.
Grouping the seven members of the class together into
one class reveals the common evolutionary phases and
properties they share (section 2), and the differences be-
tween them as I discussed in section 3 and listed in Ta-
ble 1. The main general achievement of the study is in
presenting the potential of combining the two research
areas of supernovae and CEE, each having many open
questions, to shed light on each other.
Specifically, I can summarise the main points of this
study as follows
1. The notion that in many cases the CEE ends with
9the companion reaching the core might explain a
large fraction of SNe Ia, and account for a non-
negligible fraction of exploding massive stars, i.e.,
all CEJSNe and ≈ 6 − 10% of CCSNe. In the op-
posite direction, the supernovae that I discussed
here, most of which are rare, can teach us about
the conditions for fatal CEE.
2. The interaction of the companion with the core
might either destroy the core when the companion
is a NS or a BH, destroy the companion when it is
a main sequence star, or the two can merge to form
a larger core in cases where the companion is a WD
or a core of another giant. I argued that each one
of these three possibilities might lead to supernovae
and/or to the formation of supernova progenitors.
A detailed study of these supernovae might further
shed light on the fate of the companion-core en-
counter in the CEE.
3. Jets are involved in all the cases studied here. Jets
might shape the CSM during the early CEE (in
all cases beside the CEE of two giants), might fa-
cilitate the removal of the common envelope (for
NS/BH/main sequence companions), and might
power the explosion of CEJSN and might be the
main powering mechanism of the CCSNe studied
here. In these CCSNe the merger is likely to spin-
up the core such that it has a non-negligible rota-
tion when it finally collapses. A large angular mo-
mentum eases the formation of jets by the newly
born NS. Some of the scenarios that I studied here,
in particular CEJSNe, make a nice connection be-
tween jets during the CEE phase and jets at explo-
sion. The comparison of the morphologies of CCSN
remnants with morphologies of planetary nebulae
that are shaped by CEE binaries can teach us about
the role of jets in both the CEE and in the explo-
sion of CCSN (Bear & Soker 2017b; Bear et al.
2017). I encourage a similar comparison now using
the CSM properties of some of the supernovae that
I discussed here.
4. Very rare cases are those when the companion is in
a tight binary system. The spiralling-in of a tight
binary system inside the common envelope can lead
to even more peculiar properties as I listed in the
last row of Table 1.
With more sky coverage and larger surveys, more pe-
culiar supernovae will be detected in the near future and
with better exploration of their properties. This study
raises the possibility that a large fraction of peculiar and
rare supernovae result from the fatal CEE. Theoretical
understanding of these supernovae requires us to better
understand the fate of the CEE. In turn, the supernovae
and CEE can teach us one about the other.
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